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Humans use color to judge the ‘value’ or quality of a product, often comparing and choosing a product based on expectations and past experiences. Choices made based on visual evaluation, which requires no physical contact, pose very little
risk; therefore, when a product does not meet ‘color expectations’, it is an easy decision deem a product ‘unacceptable’.
Color is produced when energy in the visible range (400 to 700 nm) is perceived by the eye (Hunter 1986). The energy
that produces color is contained in light. ‘Pigments’ are molecules that absorb (subtract) some of the wavelengths from
the light that illuminates an object. Wavelengths of the light that are absorbed are not observed whereas the wavelengths of light that are reflected produce the color we see. In order for a ‘color’ to be visible, it must be contained in the
reflected light, meaning the ‘color’ must be present in the original light directed at the object Both the pigments in the
product and the light directed at the product determine how color of the object appears.
Fresh meat color is also affected by the amount of water in or on the meat. Proteins in meat with a low ultimate pH (< 5.4)
do not bind water very tightly; therefore, the “free water” in the tissue reflects or scatters light in many directions making
the meat appear pale. As pH of meat increases, water is more tightly bound and the color becomes progressively darker.
Color influences purchasing decisions as to whether a food is acceptable for consumption so measuring color is important to the industry. Color can be measured using human visual assessments or instrumental systems that closely parallel
the way that the human eyes ‘see’ color. When evaluating a range of colors, consumers can detect a difference, and most
will give similar answers because they see color similarly. However, when consumers are asked what they prefer or if they
would purchase an individual product, they often give very different answers.
Measuring color or color differences in meat products may be somewhat easy, but understanding the specifics that drive
a consumer to like or dislike, buy or not buy is often more difficult (Brewer, 2009). Knowing a color difference exists provides little information, unless there is a defined ideal or preferred color range for a particular product. Preferred color of
meat products is commonly determined by polling a large group of consumers. However, consumer research also identifies extraneous factors such as geographical region of the country, age of the consumers, and past experience with the
product, that may, and often do, impact the preferred color characteristics. While extraneous factors can be accounted
for when identifying the ideal; the influence of extraneous factors also constitute an important part of the consumer
preference story.
The color of red meat (beef, pork, lamb) is due primarily to myoglobin, the pigment which stores oxygen until it is needed
in the muscle tissue. Color of red meat changes over time as the pigments bind oxygen (purple to red or pink) and then
ultimately change to brown or grey following oxidation. Color also changes due to microbial growth, cooking, and exposure to added ingredients (vinegar, salt, etc.). \Consumer Attitudes Towards Fresh Pork Color
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Appearance is a major factor in a consumer’s decision to purchase pork (Brewer et al. 2002a). Sensory traits that consumers identify as important to the visual expectation or eating experience of the product include color, marbling, taste, juiciness and tenderness (Meisinger, 2001). Ngapo et al. (2010ab) reported that fat cover and color were the most important
selection criteria used by consumers choosing pork. However, color is often considered to be the most important intrinsic
quality cue for fresh pork (Glitsch, 2000). Ngapo et al. (2010b) found two preference-based clusters: 41% preferred dark
red, lean meat and 59% preferred light red, lean meat, without marbling or drip.
In general, consumers base their choice of pork on color and level of fat rather than marbling and drip loss, with most
preferring leaner samples (Ngapo et al., 2010a). Because over one-half of consumers in their study purchased packages
of normal-colored pork while <25% chose PSE and <25% chose DFD pork, Wachholz et al. (1978) suggested that some
consumers may be aware of and may actively select for “normal” pork color, but that others are either unaware of the limitations of, or do actually prefer, PSE and DFD pork. Brewer and McKeith (1999) reported consumers had no difficulty differentiating color of pork loins from a tested range of pale (L* = 57) to dark pink (L* = 38). Small changes in overall visual
appearance acceptability resulted in greater changes in purchase intent of lighter-colored pork than in darker-colored
pork (Table 1). Norman et al. (2003) reported that under simulated retail display, consumers chose the lightest chops (L*
= 57%) 20.8% of the time, intermediate color chops (L* = 50.2) 26.4% of the time, and dark chops (L* = 45.2) 52.8% of the
time. Consumers reported differences in ‘liking of juiciness’ and ‘liking of tenderness’ for cooked pork due to color category; however, there were no differences in ‘overall acceptability’ or ‘flavor’.

Consumer Attitudes Towards Fresh Pork Marbling
In 1993, consumer perception of pork appeared to relate to nutritional inferiority particularly in terms of fat, calories and
cholesterol (NPPC/MARC, 1993). Levy and Hanna (1994) contended that amount of visible fat was the strongest visual
cue for consumers considering pork in retail display (66% said pork has “too much marbling”), reinforcing perception
of pork being “bad for you”. Even so, 74% of consumers in that study were “very satisfied” or “somewhat satisfied” with
pork as a “good value for the money”. In a 2001 consumer study, Brewer et al. reported that, based on visual evaluation,
consumer stated purchase intent was greater for lean and medium marbled chops than for highly marbled chops, supporting actual selections these consumers made. Forty percent of consumers chose lean chops (<1% fat) for the in-home
evaluation portion of this study, 42% chose medium marbled chops (2-2.5% fat), and 18% chose highly marbled chops
(3-3.5% fat). Overall appearance acceptability was best for lean and poorest for highly marbled chops, which is consistent
with the strong, positive relationship between visual acceptability and purchase intent. In subsequent blind taste tests,
the same consumers indicated that the lean chops were the least juicy and flavorful, while highly marbled chops were the
most juicy and flavorful. Recently, Rincker et al. (2008) found that when consumers were presented with pork chops with
a range in intramuscular fat contents (1.6, 2.5, 3.6, 4.5, and 5.7%), most consumers visually chose chops with <2% extractable lipid. Consumers found that only the chops in the lowest marbling category differed significantly in tenderness,
juiciness, flavor and oiliness (Table 2; Rincker et al., 2008). Based on trained panel results, percent extractable lipid was
not strongly correlated with tenderness, juiciness, or pork flavor.
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Reference to products in this publication is not intended to be an endorsement to the exclusion of others which may be similar. Persons using such products assume responsibility for their use in accordance
with current directions of the manufacturer. The information represented herein is believed to be accurate but is in no way guaranteed. The authors, reviewers, and publishers assume no liability in connection with any use for the products discussed and make no warranty, expressed or implied, in that respect, nor can it be assumed that all safety measures are indicated herein or that additional measures may
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